Drive against Ragging
AN APPEAL & A WARNING

Ragging is a shameful legacy of the past. The State and Central governments, the Parliament and the Supreme Court of India have called for harsh and deterrent punishment for this criminal practice.

Teasing of Freshers by senior students in whatever form, big or small, reported now or later, in the college or in the Hostel, inside the campus or outside, if it hurts them, will be viewed as ragging. The punishment will be harsh including expulsion from the College with a note in the Transfer Certificate to that effect. If necessary, a complaint will be filed with the police.

Victims of ragging should report to R. Chinnaswami, Prof. Students Welfare, in person or by phone (9943984528) or e-mail r_chinnaswami@cb.amrita.edu

The students are warned that teasing of any student in any form will invite stringent punishment. As an institution founded and presided over by AMMA, it is our bounden duty to desist from teasing the fresh students; instead we should extend love and compassion to them as AMMA has taught us.